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Established in 2017

Aime Té  is  a Dutch design company with 
a mission to bring natural luxury into your 
everyday life. 

Aime Té focusses on sustainable designs 
and materials that are made to last .  We aim 
to take responsibility for our production and 
operations .  From the partners we work with 
to the materials we select .

Although we of fer a variety of items, our 
purpose is always the same; to deliver 
understated luxury,  simple elegance and 
rethink everyday life with a bold attitude.
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Pierre Jeanneret Ratan chairs

Inspired by the designs of the 

Chandigarh style from the 1950s . 

The iconic chair in a modernist 

style, designed by Swiss designer 

Pierre Jeanneret in 1955 . 

The combination of the walnut 

wood and the stranded rattan seat 

turns the rattan dining chair -  Pierre 

into a timeless design. 

A recognizable style and high-

quality simplicity. That’s what the 

Pierre dining chairs are all  about .

Explore the collection with and 

without armrest and discover the 

wide array of finishes to match your 

style preference.
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PIERRE CHAIRS

Black Dark brown NaturalBrown

Rattan Dining Chair 
w/o armrest s

Rattan Dining Chair 
w/ armrest s

Rattan 
Lounge Chair

Rattan 
Fauteuil

Rattan
Bench
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Travertin collection 

Travertin is l imestone formed by a 

process of precipitation of calcium 

carbonate supersaturated water 

from hot springs . Branches, leaves 

and other matter that fall  into this 

water and later decompose cause 

the distinctive irregular pores in 

this material .
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Oval KIYO Half-ovalCelio FLOW

Travertin dining tables
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Our round dining table is now 

available with a travertin top.  This 

round travertin dining table has a 

beautiful ,  minimalist design, giving 

it  the appearance of a classic bistro 

table. 

Thanks to the stylish,  practical  center 

leg,  there is enough space for several 

people to sit  around the table.  We 

designed this luxur y frame to give the 

dining table an extra dimension.

The round shape is available in six 

dif ferent sizes ,  so there’s always a 

table to match your home interior. 

This round travertin dining table 

has a refined finish,  which creates a 

luxur y,  vintage appearance.

Black steel

Grey brown steel

Taupe steel

Beige steel

White steel

Ø 110

Ø 120

Ø 130

Ø 140

Ø 150

Ø 160

KIYO dining tables
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Black steel Grey brown steel

Taupe steel Beige steel

Travertin White steel

Round rejuvinated

Rounded

Straight

Edges

The FLOW round dining table is 

the latest design by Aime Té,  which 

is inspired by natures fluid and 

inimitable creations .  The FLOW 

accommodates the world’s finest 

materials and makes connections that 

are breathtaking in their simplicity. 

Enjoy a wonderful evening of dining, 

a productive day of work or a social 

gathering with friends and family.  

Be inspired by the beautiful  materials 

and let the round flowing lines 

become part of your inner circle.  The 

FLOW round dining table is available 

in various combinations of materials , 

colors and finishes . 

FLOW dining tables
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90x 24 0

90x 220

90x 20 0

90x180

90x160

90x 24 0

90x 220

90x 20 0

90x180

90x160

90x 24 0

90x 220

90x 20 0

90x180

90x160

Oval Half-oval Celio

V-legged

These tables have a unique 

design due to its modern 

shape and V-shaped frame. 

Of course,  it  has a 100% 

solid travertin top of the 

highest quality. 

The beige travertin table is 

a real design piece,  adding 

an eyecatcher to any 

interior that just can’t be 

ignored. It ’s  also per fect for 

use as a desk or workbench.

OVAL & CELIO dining tables
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Travertin coffee & side tables
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Cof fee table square -  lx w xh 80x80x33

Cof fee table block -  lx w xh 100x60x27

Cof fee table cube - lx w xh 40x40x40

Cof fee table pillar -  lx w xh 30x30x51

Travertin coffee & side tables
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IMPORTANT NOTE: always carr y the marble upright .

Do not place it  f lat in a truck or during lif ting.  This will  break the stone.

Good to know:

 The table sheet is placed on top of the table – it ’s  not attached

 Felt pads should be placed between the frame and the f loor

 Plastic caps should be placed between the table sheet and the frame

 The FLOW table is attached with a screw wire inside,  while placing the table 

sheet on the cone it  can be turned in until  it ’s  attached

 The air  holes of the frame should point to the f loor (making them not visible)

 Tools required:  Phillips screwdriver

DO NOT USE: Stanley knife or any other sharp material  to open the box or unwrap 

the packaging. This will  cause scratching.

AT TENTION: Always use 2 people to put the tabletop on the frame when the caps 

are glued. Place the tabletop straight upon the frame.

Delivery
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Soon you will  receive a natural  stone product .  We want you to be able to enjoy 

your purchase to the full .  Therefore,  we would like to give you some tips for the 

maintenance of this natural  product .

Tip 1 :  Impregnate your table before use

Marble and Travertin are porous ,  sof t natural  stone types .  Without a protective 

layer,  stains quickly appear.  It  is  therefore important to impregnate the table before 

use.  The impregnation agent provides better protection against stains .  However, 

impregnating the product does not make the marble table completely stain-resistant .

Marble remains sensitive to liquids ,  heat and especially acidic products .  We 

recommend always using coasters and placemats .  Something spilt? Then wipe the 

sur face immediately with a slightly damp cloth.  Always dr y af terwards with a dr y, 

f luf f y cloth.

Tip 2 : Maintain your table

Daily use and cleaning of the marble will  s lowly wear down the impregnation layer. 

It  is  therefore important to repeat the impregnation treatment ever y 2 to 3 months .

The intensity of the repetition depends on how intensively the marble is used. If  you

notice earlier that the sur face looks a little dull  or starts to absorb moisture,  for

example,  we advise you to re-impregnate the marble.  Marble will  always be sensitive, 

especially to acidic products such as lemon, vinegar or wine.  But heat ,  candle wax, 

water,  cof fee and grease can also cause stains .

Tip 3: Cleaning the table

When cleaning travertin tables ,  avoid using aggressive (acidic) products like Glassex , 

Dref t and wet wipes .  Rather,  use a mild concentration of green soap, a special  marble 

cleaner or simply a slightly damp cloth.  However,  we do not recommend using a 

cleaning agent ever y day.  Of ten a slightly damp cloth is suf f icient .  When you clean 

the sur face,  dr y it  immediately with a clean, dr y cloth.

Tip 4: Recognise natural irregularities

Travertin is mined from nature and has a unique character.  That is why ever y leaf 

is  dif ferent and makes your purchased product so special .  Natural  irregularities are 

a normal occurrence with this type of stone. Think of fossil- like spots ,  hairline cracks , 

small  holes or dents in the stone: also called Taroli .  These natural  phenomena are

ver y normal and will  never lead to problems.

Upkeep & Maintenance
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Share your experience

@aimetestudio 

#aimetestudio

Aime Té Studio

Oostzeedijk 2 36

3063 BP Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Headquarters :  +31 85 000 37 42

info@aimetestudio.com 

aimetestudio.com

For all  Dutch related inquiries 

Gerard van Vliet Agenturen

Postbus 2 35 

3340 AE Hendrik Ido Ambacht

+31 (0)6 54933984

info@vanvlietagenturen.nl

Jolanda Maat

+31 (0)6 14351351

jolanda@vanvlietagenturen.nl
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